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1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1.1 Purpose: This document provides guidelines for the construction, renovation, or improvement of land improvement projects such as roads, buildings, utilities (electricity, water), workspaces and other infrastructures required by the university.

1.2 Scope: These guidelines cover activities starting from the review of plans and recommendations of the University President, the approval of the Board of Trustees (BOT) where required, the bidding of projects for construction, awarding the contract to a selected contractor, monitoring the progress of construction and the final acceptance of the finished project. The guidelines cover projects in the main campus of the University and other locations owned by the University.

2.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

2.1 The Construction Committee is responsible for the implementation of these guidelines.

2.2 The Office of the Vice-President for Administration (OVP- ADMIN) is responsible for the implementation of duly approved construction projects.

3.0 DEFINITION OF TERMS

3.1 Construction Committee (CONSCOM) – A committee of the BOT created to review the plans and recommendations of the University President with regards to the construction of roads, buildings and other infrastructures and the renovation and improvement of buildings.

3.2 Renovation – to alter or add something to improve the condition of an original facility

3.3 Repair – to restore to good condition

3.4 Maintenance – to keep in an existing state, i.e., repainting, replacement of parts before breakdown.

3.5 Change order – a departure from the original approved plans and specifications of a project that may be required during the implementation of a project.
4.0 GUIDELINES

4.1 Construction of land improvement projects should be in accordance with a Campus Development Plan.

4.2 Construction of workspaces and facilities for employees and students should comply with the guidelines/requirements of government regulatory agencies.

4.3 New land improvement projects and renovations of existing structures costing Php 500,000 and above should have the recommendation & approval of CONSCOM and BOT respectively. (CPUBOT-Resolution September 2003)

4.4 Any land improvement project costing below Php 200,000, “self-funded” or otherwise such as gazebos, sheds, walk-ways and other beautification schemes which involve permanent structures that impact on the landscape of the campus should be formally brought to the attention of the BOT through the CONSCOM for information, co-ordination and control before implementation.

4.5 Barangay Clearance, Building Permit, Environmental Clearance Certificate, and other government requirements should be complied with before a project is started and a Occupancy Permit should be secured for finished structure prior to the use or occupancy. The University President, however, in case of exigency and in close liaison with the government agency concerned, may make exceptions from this guideline.

4.6 At least three qualified architectural/engineering firms should be invited to submit designs of proposed major infrastructure projects costing more than Php 2,000,00.00 for review & recommendation of the CONSCOM and approval of the BOT.

4.7 The architectural/engineering firm chosen to design a project should be disallowed to participate in the bidding for the construction of the project.

4.8 Only pre-qualified contractors should be allowed to participate in the bidding for a construction project. (Note: Refer to Doc. SE-6.3-PR01D “List of Qualified Bidders” for guidelines for pre-qualification of contractors.)

4.9 At least three (3) pre-qualified contractors should participate in the bidding of construction project.

4.10 For projects costing Php 5,000,000.00 and above, “Invitation to Bid” should be published in a newspaper of regional circulation for at least three (3) times and responding bidders should be subject to pre-qualification of contractors.
4.11 The bidding process and the awarding of contract to a selected bidder should follow a procedure defined in Doc. SE-6.3-PR-01B “Contract Bidding and Awarding”.

4.12 Advance payment that may be advanced to the selected contractor should be limited to:
   4.12.1 15% of contract below Php 1.0 Million
   4.12.2 10% of contract for Php 1.0 Million and above.
   4.12.3 For contracts involving specialty contractor such as glass and the like wherein the prevailing market practices that does not conform with the above stated conditions (4.12.1 and 4.12.2) the terms of advance payment may vary from 15% but not more that 50% of the contracted amount.

4.13 In cases where further negotiations with the selected contractor be required by CONSCOM, a negotiation team composed of OVP-Admin and CONSCOM.

4.14 Implementation of land improvement projects should be administered by OVP-ADMIN. (Note: Refer to Doc SE-6.3-PR-O1C, “Procedure for Project Management”)
   4.14.1 Any change order that may be required during the implementation of a project should have the concurrence of CONSCOM.

4.15 Repair and maintenance of existing structures are the responsibilities of OVP-ADMIN. However, any single repair/maintenance activity costing Php 500,000 and above should have the approval of BOT through CONSCOM.

4.16 Acceptance of the finished project and final payment to contractor and/or release of the construction bond should have the concurrence of the CONSCOM after the following correctives have been done:
   4.16.1 Defects the plumbing, lighting, painting and other details may be noted when a project is nearing completion.
   4.16.2 The project management team should prepare a checklist of such defects and present it to the contractor for corrective action (Note: Refer to Doc. VPA Form 04 – “Punchlist” – Constructions Inspection”)
4.16.3 Prior to final inspection for acceptance of the project, the project management team should furnish the latest “checklist” indicating corrective action done to the CONSCOM (or designated representatives) who will inspect the project and make recommendations for the acceptance of the project.

4.17 Based on Board of Trustees Resolution NCPUBT 3/27/04-3: Any University employee who is an immediate member of the family of contractors/bidders, for ethical reason, should not be allowed to take part in any activity related to construction projects undertaken in the University which shall result to conflict of interest.

4.18 Contractor’s with two (2) or more pending or unfinished projects in the University which shall result to conflict of interest.

4.19 Any land improvement project of the administration costing below Five Hundred Thousand Pesos (Php 500,000.00) not requiring the approval of the BOT through CONSCOM, where applicable, should comply with guidelines 4.5, 4.8, 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12 of this DOCUMENT.

4.20 Contractor’s category to qualify to bid in certain project should be determined according to their accreditation to Philippines Contractors Accreditation Board (PCAB), their financial capabilities, organization, technical staffing, expertise and proven tract record. Contractors who may not be accredited with PCAB nor duly licensed may participate in bidding for projects costing not more than Two Hundred Thousand Pesos (Php 200,000.00).

4.21 Evaluation of contractors performance shall be conducted by OVP-ADMIN, Architect/Designer and end user for every project undertaken by the UNIVERSITY. Result of performance evaluation shall be complied and used to disqualify, re-qualify and update “List of Qualified Bidders”.

4.22 Any construction, renovation and improvement project costing more than One Hundred Thousand Pesos (Php 100,000.00) shall be subjected to a bidding. However for a project which requires special skills and/or requires specialty contractor, or if the project is urgently needed, the
project is exempted from a bidding but the approval of CONSCOM will be solicited. Canvases should be prepared and negotiation will be done by OVP-ADMIN.

4.23 Contractor’s All Risk Insurance shall require in any construction, renovation, and improvement project identified by the CONSCON, and OVP-ADMIN wherein Risk or Danger level is high.

4.24 Contractor’s Category, the list of pre-qualified bidders categorized accordingly, should be maintained and updated regularly.

4.24.1 Category A – contractor’s with complete licenses, resources and good performance back ground in construction industry with 4M’s – Manpower, Money, Machineries and Management, can openly participate in any bidding process regardless of construction/project cost.

4.24.2 Category B – qualified contractors complete with licenses, resources and good performance back ground in construction industry but of smaller scale. Can participate in any bidding process but limited to a maximum construction/project cost of Ten Million Pesos (Php 10.0M).

4.24.3 Category C – qualified contractors involved in a small scale project in construction industry, can participate in any bidding process but limited to a maximum construction/project cost of Two Million Pesos (Php 2.0M)

4.24.4 Category D – contractors involve in a very small scale construction industry who does not have any licenses from any licesing body can participate in a bidding process but limited to a maximum construction/project cost of Two Hundred Thousand Pesos (Php 200,000.00).
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